^ A and $(r(5)) ^ B naturally for all objects A ivoms/ and B from 3S. Lettings/* denote the opposite of s/ y we say that s/ and Se are dual if there is an equivalence between J/* and SB.
(iv) BA = {Boolean algebras}, and CBA denotes the complete objects in BA.
(v) RCF = {rings of continuous real-valued functions with domains in CHJ, and IFRCF denotes the idempotent-free objects in RCF. 0.1. Examples. The following are dual pairs, (i) ( [9] ): (LCH-AG, LCH-AG), (CHAG, AG), (CCH-AG, TFAG), (ZDCH-AG, TAG).
(ii) Note that in all of the above pairs (Sf • J^, J^~* =5?), the classes JT are equational classes; and in all but one example,^7" = $f. In [3] we used the ultraproduct construction in a categorical setting (see also [1] , [4] , [6] , [12] ) to prove that there can be no dual pairs where 5f = 37~ = S and J^, f£ are nontrivial elementary SP-classes (see Section 1 for terminology). Here we continue to use ultraproducts and other techniques (e.g. the existence of enough free objects) to examine those of the above dualities in which ££ is not a nice elementary class and show that J$f cannot be replaced by another class ££' which in some sense "improves matters". The following is a summary of our results.
THEOREM, (i) ZDCH-AG is not dual to either an elementary P-class or a class with representable underlying set functor ( u representable class" for short).
(
ii) EDCH is not dual to either an elementary P-class or an SP-class of order <c ( = the cardinality of the real line). (iii) CCH is not dual to a P-class. (iv) CH is not dual to either a representable elementary P-class {e.g. an elementary SP-class, a universal Horn class) or a representable class of order < c. (v) If CH is dual to an elementary P-class then CCH is dual to an elementary class.
In connection with (0.2 (iv)) above, a question which has stubbornly remained open is whether CH is dual to an elementary P-class. Trying to deal with this problem has led to results of independent interest (see [4] ). It is interesting to note that, although CH is not dual to an equational class in the usual (finitary) sense, its dual category is monadic, hence "like" an equational class from a more abstract categorical viewpoint.
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Preliminaries.
We specify classes K C <Jé r using closure conditions as well as "syntactic" conditions, to wit: S^ is a P'-class (resp. S-class, H-class, SP-class, etc.) if Jf is closed under the formation of arbitrary direct products (resp. subalgebras, homomorphic images, both subalgebras and products, etc.);J^ is an elementary class (resp. Horn class, universal Horn class, equational class, etc.) if J^ = the models of a set of L T -sentences (resp. Horn sentences, universal Horn sentences, equations, etc. (see [5] for definitions of syntactic notions)). We are thus able to talk about elementary P-classes, Horn S-classes, and the like. Among the well-known relations involving these sorts of classes are: all Horn classes are elementary P-classes; all universal Horn classes are SP-classes; and the equational classes are precisely the HSP-classes.
One important feature of SP-classes is that their underlying set functors are representable (i.e., free algebras over singleton sets exist); in fact, their underlying set functors have left adjoints (i.e., free algebras over arbitrary sets exist). We will not use the full power of this latter fact, however.
The key feature of elementary P-classes, from our standpoint, is that they admit an "ultraproduct construction" (see also [1] , [3] 
1.2.
Remark. In [6] , a notion of finiteness in a category^ is defined using ultrapowers:
is an isomorphism for all ultrafilters D. They give examples of concrete categories s/ in which infinite objects are J3/-ultrafinite, and others in which finite objects are not j/-ultrafinite. We will return to this concept (and its dual notion) later on.
Subcategories of CH«AG.
A well known consequence of the Pon try a gin-van Kampen duality is that if G is a compact Hausdorff abelian group and if A is the (discrete) group of characters of G then G is connected if and only if A is torsion free and G is O-dimensional if and only if A is a torsion group. Now TFAG is not an equational class in the type of groups; but it is a universal Horn class, which is almost as good. (We do not know whether there is a dual pair (CCH • AG, Jzf) where oâf is an equational class, as there do not seem to be any known categorical tools which distinguish universal Horn classes from equational ones.)
The situation involving ZDCH-AG is in marked contrast to that involving CCHAG (as well as ZDCH-SL and ZDCH). We will have established (0.2 (i)) once we prove the following two theorems.
THEOREM. TAG is not equivalent to an elementary P-class.
Proof. First of all, TAG does indeed have ultraproducts: simply take the torsion subgroup of the usual ultraproduct. Moreover, it is proved in [6] that a torsion group A is TAG-ultrafinite if, and only if, for all positive integers n, A n = [a 6 A : na = 0} is finite. So let A = Q/Z, the rationals modulo its subgroup of integers. Then clearly A is TAGultrafinite. Now if $ : TAG •->«if were an equivalence between TAG and an elementary P-class <if, then $(A) would have to beJ^f-ultrafinite, hence finite by (1.1). Thus End (A) = Horn (A, A) would be equinumerous with End (<È>(^4)), hence also finite. But for each wf Z, the mapping a ^-^ na is an endomorphism on A ; moreover for all m, n Ç Z, ma = na for all a Ç A if and only if (m -n)r £ Z for all rationals r if and only if m = n. Thus End (A) is infinite, a contradiction.
THEOREM. TAG is not equivalent to a representable class of algebras.
Proof. Let $ : TAG -»<if be an equivalence, where<if is representable. Let Fi G «if be the free S£-algebra over a singleton set, and let A\ = Q^iFi). Letting P C Z denote the set of positive primes, and letting C P (A) = {a e A : p n a = 0 for some n G oe} denote the "^-primary component" of an abelian group A (p 6 P), we can write A\ -22?ÇP C V (A\) {A X is the direct sum (= coproduct) by the "^-primary decomposition theorem"). Thus F 1 =^f^PB v , where
For each J C K C P let se se VJK • z2 Bp -> 22 &p denote the natural "injection". Because each ^~l(a JK ) has a left inverse in TAG (coproducts are subdirect products) we know that a JK is a coretraction, hence an embedding. Let p JK be the left inverse for a JK . Since all algebras under consideration are finitary, it follows that F x is the direct limit of the algebras J^j B v for J C P finite. Thus if x 6 F\ is the free generator we get that x is in the image of a JP for some finite J Q P. Since F x is freely generated by x, it follows that p JP is also a right inverse for aj P , hence A\ can be written as a finite direct sum, A 1 = c pl (Ai) e ... e c P Mi). This means |$(Z P )| = 1, so that $(Z P ) is the terminal object of ^ (the trivial group {0} is the terminal object of TAG). Thus we have Z v = {0}, a contradiction.
The category EDGH.
Let X G EDCH, and let-4 be its Boolean algebra of clopen sets. Then a straightforward consequence of Stone duality is that X is extremally disconnected if and only if A is complete. Thus to establish (0.2 (ii)) it suffices to show that CBA is not equivalent to either an elementary P-class or an SP-class of order <c (it is easy to see that CBA is itself a representable P-class, but neither an elementary class nor an S-class).
Let A be a Boolean algebra. We denote by p : A -> (A) m the "MacNeille completion" (= the injective hull, see [2] ) of A. Dually, if X e ZDCH, we let y : (X) g -> X denote the "Gleason space" over X (i.e., the projective cover of X, see [14] ). We will establish (0.2 (ii)) in part by first proving that ultraproducts in CBA do not exist generally. Since n is one-one, so also is X. We next show that <5 is one-one as well. To finish the proof, suppose B is any Boolean algebra which is not complete, and let X be the Stone space of B. Then 7 : (X) 9 -> X is a surjective map which is not a homeomorphism, so there is an x G X with more than one 7-preimage. This means that there is always a homo- 
Remark. That (A (D)
) m fails in general to be the D-ultrapower of A in CBA is ironic, since the natural candidate for the J9-diagonal morphism, M o A D , is an elementary embedding in the parlance of model theory. To see this, note that every complete algebra is "separable", meaning that its set of atoms has a supremum. Now the class of separable Boolean algebras (see [11] ) is elementary, and its theory admits quantifier elimination by the addition of one predicate which says of an element that it is atomic, and other predicates which say that an element contains n atoms, n = 1,2,.... It thus follows that embeddings of models of this expanded theory are elementary, whence /x : A -» (A) m is elementary if and only if A is separable.
To finish the proof of (0.2 (ii)) we have the following more general result.
THEOREM. Let se be a full subcategory of CBA which contains both the two-element and the four-element Boolean algebras. Then S$ cannot be equivalent to an SP-class of order < c.
Proof. Let $ : CBA ->Jzf be an equivalence witnessing the negation of the theorem. Then S£ has free algebras, so let a be a cardinal and denote by F a the free J^-algebra, over an a-element set, with A a = ^^(Fa). Since F 0 is the initial object of J£, A 0 is the initial object of stf. Therefore, by hypothesis, A 0 = 2, the two-element algebra; and A^ = 2 2 , the four-element algebra, is the free CBA-algebra over a singleton
Since<if has order < c, we know that \F a \ < c for all a. ^ co. We claim that But \F U \ < c and \F 0 2 \ < co. This gives a contradiction.
4. The categories CH and CCH. Let ZÇCH and let A = C{X) be its ring of continuous real-valued functions. By the duality theorem of A. O. Gel'fand and A. N. Kolmogorov (see [7] ), this correspondence establishes a duality between CH and the class of rings RCF = {CÇX) : X G CH}. Moreover, X is connected if and only if A has no idempotents other than 0 and 1 (i.e., A is "idempotent free", or an object of IFRCF). Now neither RCF nor IFRCF is an S-class or a P-class and neither class is elementary. (One way to see this last statement is to note that only the reals R = C({point}) is a field. Since every proper ultrapower extension of R is also a field, it cannot be in RCF.)
What is more important for our purposes is that CCH does not have coproducts (there is no coproduct of two singleton spaces, for example). Thus (0.2 (hi)) is immediate. To establish (0.2 (iv, v) ), we will need to study "ultracoproducts" in CH, i.e., ultraproducts in CH*. (In [4] a deeper study is made of this construction, but we will need very little of the finer topological details here.) Let ( The next theorem settles the first clause of (0.2 (iv)) and then some.
THEOREM. Let se be a full subcategory of CH which is closed-hereditary (i.e. j closed under closed subspaces) and closed under CH-coproducts.

Ifs/ is dual to a representable elementary F-class (such as an elementary SP-class) thens/ Ç ZDCH.
Proof. By the above discussion,^ is closed under CH-ultra-coproducts. Hence by (4.2), singletons are J^-ultracofinite objects. Suppose <ï > : s/ -> ££ is a duality where ££ is a representable elementary P-class, and assume j / $2 ZDCH. Then there is a connected C G s/ with more than one point, hence C is infinite. Since constant maps are continuous, we know
whence $(C) must be infinite. Let 5 G s/ be a singleton. 5 is s/-u\tra,-cofinite, so $(S), being <if-ultrafinite, is finite. Let F x G <=$f be the free <if-algebra over a singleton and let Xi = 3> -1 (Fi). Then
Thus Xi is finite, so only the constant maps from C to X\ are continuous. Therefore
a contradiction since $(C) was proved to be infinite.
To finish with (0.2 (iv)) we prove the following.
THEOREM. Let s/ be a full subcategory of CH which is closedhereditary and closed under CH-products (i.e., Tichonov products). If s/ is dual to a representable class J£ of order < c then se Ç ZDCH.
Proof. Let <J > : s/ -> ££ be a duality where J^/ and J5f are as above, and assume s/ Çt ZDCH. Then there is an infinite connected C G s/. Since s/ is closed under Tichonov products, there are connected objects in s/ of arbitrarily large cardinality.
Let Fi G eêf be the free «if -algebra over a singleton with Xi = $> -1 (Fi). We claim that |Xi| < c. Indeed otherwise we would have Proof. Let $ : CH -»«Sf be a duality, where «Sf is an elementary P-class; and let <if ' Q^ be the <£-image of CCH. To show that ££' is an elementary class it suffices, by the well known characterization of elementary classes in terms of ultraproducts [5] , to show that ultraproducts of algebras in jSf' are also in «£?' ; and that f£' is closed under elementary equivalence. Now (4.4) plus our duality assumption assures thatoSf' is closed under ^-ultraproducts. As for closure under elementary equivalence, we use in addition the Keisler-Shelah Ultrapower Theorem; that two relational structures are elementarily equivalent if and only if an ultrapower of one is isomorphic to an ultrapower of the other.
Some questions.
The following are some of the more interesting questions arising during the course of this investigation.
